I. INTRODUCTION
Here the subscripts e and i refer to electrons and ions respectively, U = x+iy describes the horizontal (x) and vertical It is known that the maximum current in a neutralised charge number Z and mass M = AmP electron cooling system is constrained by transverse ( W L~ = 27~x957 kHz), instabilities [ 1, 2] . In previous papers Nezlin's theory for = (2zfie/y 3)r,c2 describes the electron space-charge completely neutralised beams [3] was used. However, effect on an electron, n, is the electron density experiments at LEAR [4] with a vacuum of lop1' torr show (electrons/ m3), r, is the classical electron radius, c is that the neutralisation is less than unity and therefore damping the velocity of light (eel = 2~x 3 5 MHz), of the ion oscillations connected with reflections from the = (2nn,z/A)rpc2 with @io,, the ion frequency in the Debye boundary is absent. In such a system it is necessary to space-charge potential of the electrons, rp is the take into account the classical Landau damping due to the classical proton radius (aion = 2~x 8 3 5 kHz). velocity spread of the neutralising ions.
we derive a dispersion relation to include this spread and
In the following we will use three more frequencies which discuss resulting stability conditions. Moreover, the influence = (qF-1) wZ1 describes the incoherent space-charge of external forces on the beam motion is examined. effect experienced by the electrons, q = Zni/n, is the @ion we define here for convenience :
W:
11. EQUATIONS OF MOTION neutralisation factor with ni the density of the trapped ions (me = 2nx27.4 MHz), 2 
Wi
Let us consider a system including only the cooling electrons and the slow (neutralising) ions. For simplicity, we assume that the beams have uniform transverse densities. Then the equations of motion are : = (1-7) w i n describes the incoherentspace-charge effect experienced by the ions, (oi = 2~x 6 4 6 kHz), = Fq WZl/%, is the electron drift frequency in the space-charge field of the ions (wd = 2~x 2 9 1 kHz).
The values for the frequencies given in parenthesis above are for "LEAR standard conditions" as defined in Table 1 (where for simplicity trapped hydrogen ions are assumed).
The r.h.s. of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) describe the extemal excitation by lucker electrodes (used e.g. for diagnostics). For a short electrostatic kicker of length 1 at z = 0 with a horizontal Wd ('")
dt dt electric field Ee-iw one has e.g.: For an infinitely long system we seek solutions of Eqs.
(1) in the following form:
The solution of the homogenous equation
With external excitation a solution of the system (2) is
It exhibits resonant behaviour for D(k,w) -+ 0. For a system of finite length, the situation becomes very complex because boundary conditions have to be satisfied, which can e.g. be accomplished by adding solutions corresponding to reflections at the borders [3] . This will not be discussed any further here.
Rather we content ourselves with the solution of the homogenous equation for an unbounded system. Reflected electrons escaping from the collector or the migrating ions themselves can feed the perturbation back to the upstream end. Stability of the system requires aK I 1 where a is the "feedback coefficient" i.e the fraction of the perturbation taken back to the entrance. For typical conditions (Table 1) and taking an ion temperature 0 S M d of 50 eV, Eq. (7) yields hz2.1, hL=6.7, K=800. Thus only a very small "internal feedback' (a < l/800) is tolerable. The current loss AI,JZe from the collector can be as high as 2 X10-3 if the beam is badly adjusted, but probably only a fraction of the reflected electrons will get back to the upstream end with the right phase for the growth. Thus we expect a< AZkr,, Nevertheless, a high collector efficiency and/or clearing of reflected electrons is important. This has been confirmed both at the test-bench at the CAPT in Russia and at the LEAR electron cooler. In addition, any other internal feedback has to be small to ensure stable neutralisation.
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IV. EXTERNAL FEEDBACK AND "SHAKING"
To suppress the instability in the regime where the "internal feedback' or the initial perturbations are strong, an external feedback system has been implemented at LEAR. The signal is taken from a pickup, near one end of the cooling section. It is duly amplified and phase shifted before being applied to a kicker at the other end of the cooler.
The preliminary tests are commented in Ref. 141 . So far we have been unable to stabilise a strongly unstable beam by this system. It was however possible to obtain a stable primary e-beam by "shaking" with a pure sine-wave signal applied to a transverse kicker. We observe from the examples given above that all, the characteristic ion frequencies are in the 0.1 to 2 MHz region. By exciting at these frequencies we expect strong response. This was confirmed by the experiments. The response showed abrupt discontinuities at frequencies corresponding to the resonances of ions of the different masses which can thus be selectively expelled. In this way we have been able to obtain stable neutralisation at values which could be chosen between zero ("clearing by shaking") and a maximum somewhat lower than the one reached during fluctuations without shaking (Table 2) . species. It appears that ions of (A/?) = 4 -6 remain trapped.
The relatively large width of the resonance supports the hypothesis of a large velocity spread which is an essential ingredient of the theory described in the present paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The theory sketched above explains -at least in a qualitative way -the observations made at LEAR. Several refmements, e.g. the non-linearity of the space-charge fields as well as initial and boundary conditions for the finite system, have to be included before quantitative agreement can be expected. Stable electron beams of 0.3 A at 2.8 keV have been achieved with a neutralisation of up to 40%. A more detailed analysis of the internal and extemal feedback is required to see whether further improvements are feasible.
